
Hi! 
I am a transplant into Chapel Hill during the year 1999. My family moved here for my 
husband's work but just as important in my mind was the beauty of the area and the amount of 
trees which seemed to fill every street and daily commute I would be taking. Well, this is a 
very sad state that our "current Chapel Hill" is in. I live in the Estes Hills area and at 
first it was the "new buildings" on Franklin that are just down the hill from our home. The 
next and I was shocked at this, the Erwin Road destruction to build the La Quinta Inn (or 
whatever was put 
there?) and the traffic "turn about".  The hawks which used to circle the trees at that 
intersection are long gone. Then the horrid decision which was made to remove the trees 
within the Eastgate Shopping Center and replace the "old and established"  (even if they were 
smelly, they were beautiful), flowering trees, with little tiny, no shade or climbing fun for 
kids, type of trees.(Needless to say a smaller root system for water runoff to be held back 
from the overflow creek that floods everywhere as well...not very smart in my opinion!)  The 
destruction of the trees along Weaver Dairy that are currently being removed is breaking my 
heart as well. The articles in the paper say "We need more affordable housing", well where 
are all the trailer home folks who live across from Timberline going to go??? You also 
destroyed the wooded lot off of the other entrance to the Timberhill shopping area that is 
now a serious of buildings and NO trees at all at the end of Weaver Dairy....my list and 
complaints can go on and on... 
 
My point, is when will the people within the Chapel Hill Offices realize that we have (had) 
something very special here. It has attracted many highly educated families and should be 
able to continue to do so.   
However, if the "FOREST' is not being able to be seen through the "TREES", because there 
aren't any?!@*, what will Chapel Hill have?? The same old story of a very nice community 
which had been a pleasant area to live, raise kids and work and run errands in, to an area 
that is polluted, over run and unpleasant to drive around in. 
 
This leads me to Chapel Hill North.  I run there>  Alot of folks run  
there> I used to walk the animal shelter dogs there (until it moved and 
now there aren't any good trails to walk the dogs on). However, the best feature of this 
system of trails in Chapel Hill North? Is the fact it is a "FOREST' with TREES that can be 
seen and heard and felt. The breeze, the change of seasons, the mud, the pine needles, the 
quiet and the feeling of being the only person in the whole world out running alone (and yes 
I feel safe as a single female to do this), I just am in awe of its beauty and peace and I 
NEED THIS, please do not take away the last place in Chapel Hill where I can seek this form 
of seclusion and be able to renew my spirit and self. 
 
I realize that you cannot stop advancements, but think of those of us who feel we are at the 
verge of ending a once "Southern Slice of Heaven on Earth" if you take away all that is 
special in Chapel Hill. 
 
You are welcome to respond and comment, I cannot feel that whatever changes you will make, 
can ever replace what we currently have, as a positive outcome, right now, since it is the 
best that there is; continuing to remove more trees will only be harmful and destructive in 
any form, in my opinion. 
 
Heidi Bukoski 
960 - 0027 
265 - 4964 
heidibukoski@gmail.com 



From: james casey [mailto:JCASEY10@nc.rr.com]  
Sent: Saturday, February 20, 2010 9:15 AM 
To: Town Council 
Subject:  
 
Please "Do Not" proceed with the proposed Expanded Tree Regulation in Chapel Hill. We don't need one 
more reason for homeowners to vacate costly Chapel Hill. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Jim Casey 



  
  
Trees have always defined Chapel Hill, and the canopies of our older 
trees have most certainly shaped the image of our community.   The 
Tree Protection ordinance will serve to protect that image, the 
environment, our ecology, and our health.   For the Ordinance to 
work it has to have definitive priorities.  Do we choose simplicity or 
thoroughness?   How flexible should flexibility be? Is it better to 
codify as much as possible or will we find that too restrictive?  You 
must establish what you are trying to accomplish. 
 
 One weak spot in the proposal is the reliance on future canopy. The 
greatest emphasis should be given to preservation of existing trees. 
The recommendation to replace trees that may measure 30” in 
diameter with 1” and 2.5” trees will result in a period of 15 - 20 years 
before restoration of canopy coverage.  Betting on that future canopy 
fails to mitigate the environmental effect of mature tree loss.  Where 
possible, clearing in phases, so that some measure of mature canopy 
continues as smaller trees take root, could help.  Another solution 
would be to link replacement tree size or number of replacement 
trees to a percentage of the tree size removed.   
 
As a best practice, a rare and specimen tree inventory is essential.  
Do we have 25 specimen or rare trees?  75? 150?  Without that 
knowledge, how can a choice be made between preservation or 
removal?  Once identified, those rare and specimen trees should be 
nominated for the Champion Big Tree Program.  Chapel Hill could 
also consider establishing our own “legacy” tree program as an 
adjunct to the ordinance. 
 
 Additionally, proposed language recommends benefits for 
“voluntary protection” of rare and specimen trees.  However, once 
registered, (QUOTE) “trees may be removed from the register at a 
later date at the request of the owner,” (CLOSE QUOTE) obviously 
AFTER the benefits have been realized.  This provision will lay the 
foundation for abuse of real tree protection. 
 
More finely tuned guidelines on protecting trees by interrelated 
factors of size, age, and type of tree would be an improvement.  A 
fast growing tree, such as a birch, will have a larger diameter years 
sooner than a slow growing white oak or beech tree.  In order to 
create a diverse and vibrant tree canopy, tree variety in growth rate 
and type of tree is important. Removal should consider what is old 
and what is large by specie and size. 
 
  



Location of a tree should be an important factor of its expendability, 
as well.  Specifically, streamside trees help to minimize the level of 
pollutants reaching waterways, lower pollutants in sewer systems, 
and help in managing storm water runoff.   A LUMO text amendment 
should specifically state that no stream side trees in the RCD can be 
removed. 
  
The Town has committed itself to reducing its carbon footprint and 
tree preservation is an implicit part of this process.  A new Tree 
Protection Ordinance has been discussed for over 3 years. It is my 
hope that this ordinance, which the staff has worked on so hard, will 
be enacted as soon as possible. 
 
  
   
 

  

 

 

 

  

 



 SUGGESTED TREE PROTECTION ORDINANCE REVISIONS 
        

 
 

SECTION  DRAFT PROPOSAL   SUGGESTED REVISION 
 
5.7.3 (C)   Two 1” trees/1000 sq ft     Base the replacement   
    canopy deficit to be    requirement on the size  of the 
    planted     removed tree. This could be a  
          % of the diameter of trees 
          removed. The percentage  
          replacement should increase as 
          the size of the removed tree  
          increases. Ex: if two 15 dbh  
          trees were removed (30” total) 
          with a 33% replacement factor  
          for 15” trees, that would be 10 
          inches (30" removed x 33%).If  
          the minimum planting size is  
          2.5”, 4 replacement trees  
          would be required.* 
 
5.7.7   Rare and specimen trees   Inventory all rare and specimen  
    -no inventory proposed-   trees.  Apply for Championship  
          Tree status or create a Chapel  
          Hill “Legacy” tree program 
 
5.7.7 (c) 3  voluntarily protected trees may  DELETE 
    be removed from the register  
    at a later date at the request of   
    the property owner       
 
not addressed  -      Protect trees by the correlation 
          of size/age/specie-create chart 
          of minimum size to be   
          protected by specie 
 
not addressed  -      amend LUMO RCD ordinance to 
          prohibit removal of stream side  
          trees 
 
5.7.4   2.5” replacement trees   specify trees should be Ball & 
          Burlap or come in 30 gallon  
          containers.  Also see revision at 
          5.7.3 



SECTION  DRAFT PROPOSAL   SUGGESTED REVISION 
 

    5.7.1 (c) 3)  arborist certification before  in non-emergency  
  or after removal    removals, BEFORE any  
        activity 
 

not addressed   -     no homeowner penalty  
          for removal of tree(s) if  
          insurance inspection  
          results in written   
          recommendation 
 
not addressed   -     penalties for severe  
          pruning 
 
not addressed   -     consider yearly limits for 
          tree removal on single  
          family & two-family lots 
 
not addressed   -     some relief from canopy  
          coverage requirements  
          for the use of solar  
          energy-n/a to rare or  
          specimen trees 

 
 
 
NOW THAT YOU’RE HERE, 
  THE WORD OF THE LORAX SEEMS PERFECTLY CLEAR. 
 UNLESS SOMEONE LIKE YOU 
  CARES A WHOLE AWFUL LOT, 
 NOTHING IS GOING TO GET BETTER 
  IT’S NOT. 
    From Dr. Seuss’s “The Lorax” 
 
 
Del Snow- 2/22/10   
 
*The University of Georgia College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences 

 



From: pops44@gmail.com [mailto:pops44@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Trey Doak 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 7:14 PM 
To: Town Council 
Cc: mattczajkowski@nc.rr.com 
Subject: Tree Ordinance 
 
Mayor & Council: 
  
The fact that you are even considering the new tree ordinance tells the citizenry all we need to 
know about your mistaken vision of your duty to us.  If you do not have any truly important 
business to conduct, please just go home and watch TV or read a good book.  No one voted for 
you to be able to meddle in our lives like this and certainly no one voted for you to do anything 
that would require additional town staff.  You truly make yourselves look silly with initiatives 
such as this tree ordinance.  Get real! 
  
  
Hoyt Doak, III 
113 Sheffield Circle 



From: Ed Fuchs [mailto:fuchs.edward@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, February 20, 2010 7:17 AM 
To: Bonnie Fuchs; William R Ferris; Marcie Ferris; mayorandcouncil@townofchapelhill.org. 
Cc: Edward Fuchs 
Subject: Citizens For Responsible Government | Voting Records 
 
 
                For existing homes, it seems to me that the proposed tree ordinance represents a "taking" of private 
property, which is unconstitutional.  Whether or not it is constitutional, it will be excessively                               
  burdonsome.  The ordinance seems to apply to dead trees as well as live, and to saplings > 6" under the mature 
tree canopy. 
















